Welcome to Viking Link
Viking Link is a proposed 1400 Mega Watt (MW) high voltage direct current (DC)
electricity link between the British and Danish transmission systems connecting at
Bicker Fen substation in Lincolnshire and Revsing in southern Jutland, Denmark.
Viking Link will allow electricity to be exchanged between Great Britain and Denmark.

Total length = approximately 760 km
1400 MW (1.4 GW) capacity
Operational in 2022

UK

UK

The project is being jointly developed between National Grid Viking Link Limited and
Energinet.dk.
National Grid Viking Link Limited (NGVL) is a wholly owned subsidiary of National Grid
Group and is legally separate from National Grid Electricity Transmission Plc (NGET)
which has the licence to own and operate the high voltage electricity transmission
system in England and Wales.
Energinet.dk is an independent public enterprise owned by the Danish state as
represented by the Ministry of Energy, Utilities and Climate. It owns, operates and
develops the Danish electricity and gas transmission systems.
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Why we are here
Thank you for coming to this public consultation event about our proposals for Viking Link.
This is the second phase of consultation on the project. We are still developing
our proposals and any impacts on local people and the environment will be
carefully considered.
We intend to apply for planning permission for the UK onshore works through the
local planning process and we will consult and listen carefully to local communities
as we develop our plans.
Today we would like to update you on the progress so far and share information on
our preferred locations for bringing the cables ashore and for a converter station
close to the National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) substation at Bicker Fen.
The selection of our preferred sites followed the first phase of consultation during
April and May where we considered the views of local residents, landowners,
farmers, local authorities and environmental stakeholders.
Our next step is to identify the most appropriate route for the underground high voltage
direct current (DC) cables between the landfall and the converter station sites.
We have identified route corridor options where we might route the cables and we
want to ask you for your thoughts on these options. Your views are important to us
and will help us decide which corridor to take forward.
We are also asking local residents within the vicinity of the preferred site for the
converter station for their thoughts on design styles.
Members of the project team are here today and are happy to discuss any queries
or comments you may have.
If you would like to be kept updated on the progress of our proposals, please leave
your contact details at the sign-in desk. You can leave your views on our proposals and
the route corridor options we are consulting on by completing a feedback form which
are available here today. Please speak to a member of the team to make sure you
receive your form. You can also give us your feedback online at www.viking-link.com.
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What is Viking Link?
Viking Link will involve the construction of a converter station in each country and the
installation of submarine and underground cables between each converter station and
underground cables between the converter station and substation in each country.
The cables will run for approximately 760 km between Great Britain and Denmark
and will require the use of high voltage direct current (DC) technology. The electricity
networks in Great Britain and Denmark both use high voltage alternating current
(AC). Viking Link will use DC technology because it is more effective at transmitting
large volumes of electricity over longer distances and provides more control over
the power flow.
The diagram below shows the different parts of an interconnector:
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HVDC electricity
HVAC = High voltage alternating current
HVDC = High voltage direct current

1. Existing network
2. Existing substation
3. Converter station
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Denmark

HVAC electricity
4. Underground cables
5. Submarine cables
N.B.The electricity pylons do not
form part of the Viking Link project

The converter station in each country will change the electricity between DC and
AC, which is what we use in our homes.
Each end of the link will be connected to an existing substation which will need to
be developed to accommodate the new connection. In Great Britain, Viking Link will
connect to the existing NGET 400 kV substation at Bicker Fen, Lincolnshire via AC
cables. Connecting to the substations will enable the electricity to be delivered to
homes and businesses.
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Getting more connected
Interconnectors bring benefits to both consumers
and producers.
Great Britain faces a major challenge in how it continues to meet the
country’s increasing energy needs and in addressing the problem of
climate change.
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Interconnectors like Viking Link can help address these challenges
and can bring many benefits, including:
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▪▪Improving diversity and security of energy supply by 			

		
enabling the import of electricity generated from neighbouring 			
interconnected markets.

▪▪Helping the Government meet its carbon reduction 										
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National Grid operational interconnectors
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IFA: England - France

commitments by providing access to a well-developed, low cost 		
renewable energy market.
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BritNed: England - Netherlands

▪▪Lowering the cost of electricity through cross-border trade in 			
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Nemo Link: England - Belgium
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North Sea Link (NSL): England - Norway

electricity and shared use of the cheapest generation sources. 			
This can help consumers in an expensive market to benefit from
cheaper imports.

▪ ▪Increasing market for producers, such as wind power 						
generators – interconnectors increase opportunities to sell 			
electricity, reducing surplus and adding value.

▪ ▪Facilitating competition in the European market and the 					
optimal use of resources across European Union (EU)
Member States.

The European Commission has identified Viking Link as a Project of Common
Interest (PCI). This means it should deliver significant benefits for at least two
European Member States, further support market integration and competition,
enhance security of energy supply and contribute to reducing CO2 emissions.
PCIs are governed under Regulation (EU) No 347/2013 on guidelines for
trans-European energy infrastructure, referred to as the TEN-E Regulations.
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National Grid interconnectors under construction
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National Grid interconnector projects in development
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IFA2: England - France
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Viking Link: England - Denmark
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IceLink: Scotland/England - Iceland

United
Kingdom
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Non National Grid operational interconnectors
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Moyle Interconnector: Scotland - Northern Ireland
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East - West Interconnector: Wales - Republic of Ireland
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Non National Grid interconnector projects in development
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North Connect: Scotland - Norway
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ElecLink: England - France
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FABLink: England - France
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Greenwire Interconnector: Ireland - Wales

France

In Great Britain there are four operational
interconnectors which together total 4 GW - around
5% of existing electricity generation capacity.

For every 1 GW of new interconnector
capacity it is estimated Britain’s wholesale
power prices could reduce by 1-2%.

National Grid has two further projects
under construction.

4-5 GW of new links to Europe could unlock up to
£1 billion per year of benefits to energy consumers.

Nine more interconnectors are being developed.
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The
Netherlands

Germany

Connecting to the network

Bicker Fen substation

Viking Link applied to National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) for a connection
to the national electricity transmission network. NGET undertook a study of possible
connection options and a number of different options were considered along the east
of England. NGET together with Viking Link identified the NGET Bicker Fen substation
as the most appropriate connection point.
Details of all the options identified and the assessments undertaken are included
in a Strategic Options Report produced by NGVL. Copies of the report can be
viewed here today and it is available on the Viking Link website.
This information is provided as background and does not form part of the consultation.
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Who we’ve been speaking to already
Since 2015, we’ve been talking to local planning authorities, statutory bodies and
other stakeholder groups to discuss our proposed Viking Link project. In spring
2016 we held our first phase of public consultation with local communities in the
areas where we had identified potential sites for a landfall on the Lincolnshire
coast and a converter station within the vicinity of NGET’s Bicker Fen substation.
Phase One consultation
From 11 April to 20 May 2016 we held our first phase of consultation with local
residents, parish councils and stakeholders to help us identify our preferred
landfall and converter station sites.
Six public exhibitions were held and over 500 local residents attended the
exhibitions. We received over 580 pieces of individual feedback during the
consultation, which has been analysed by the Viking Link project team.
The main areas of feedback were:

▪ ▪Visual impact of the converter station
▪ ▪Impact during construction on traffic and the road network
▪ ▪Impact on tourism
▪ ▪Impact to farmland.
More information on the feedback received and how this has been taken into account
can be found in our UK Onshore Scheme: Phase 1 Consultation Feedback Report.
Details on how we selected our preferred sites for the landfall point and converter
station are available in our UK Onshore Scheme: Preferred Sites Report.
Both reports are available today for you to view and are also on our project website.
Public Participation Events
During July and August we held a series of seven public participation events
across our cable route search area to introduce Viking Link to local residents,
landowners and farmers.
Events were held in Little Steeping, Aby, Orby, Huttoft, Holland Fen, Stickford and
Partney. Over 230 people attended the events.
A further event was held in Grimsby for fishermen and other marine users.
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Preferred landfall and converter station sites
We have selected site LF1a adjacent to
Sandilands golf course as our preferred landfall
location for bringing the submarine cables ashore
and site CS1 within the parish of Donington for the
converter station location.

Preferred landfall site

We will now carry out further surveys to confirm
the sites are suitable for our equipment.
We selected these sites after carefully considering
all the information provided by local people during
our public consultation in the spring, along with
environmental and technical information. We
would like to thank everyone who participated in
the earlier consultation and provided comments.
Both sites were chosen because it was felt that
they offered the best opportunities to minimise
disturbance to local communities and the
environment.
More information on how we selected these
sites can be found in our UK Onshore Scheme:
Preferred Sites Report.
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Preferred converter station site

©Crown copyright 2016 OS 100057986

What is a converter station?
A converter station converts electricity between alternating current (AC), which
we use in our homes and businesses, and direct current (DC) which is used for
transporting the electricity between Great Britain and Denmark. We need to transport
the electricity as DC because it is more efficient over very long distances. Using DC
will also mean we only need two cables.
A typical converter station includes a range of specialist equipment, some of which
must be located indoors in a series of large buildings, potentially up to 24 m tall.
The site will include a control room, transformers, equipment similar to a typical
substation and technology to convert between DC and AC electricity. Some of the
equipment can either be installed within a building or located outside. We expect to
need about four to five hectares of land for the operational area and additional land
for landscape treatment to help minimise the visual impact.
The diagrams below illustrate the main elements of a converter station and how they
could be arranged within the preferred site.
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This drawing has been prepared for the use of RPS's client. It may not be used, modified, reproduced or relied upon by third parties, except as agreed by RPS or as required by law. RPS accepts no responsibility, and denies any liability whatsoever, to any party that uses or relies on this drawing without RPS's express written consent. Do not scale this document. All measurements must be obtained from the stated dimensions.
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The exact design of the converter station including the appearance and landscaping
will be subject to further studies. Yellow and orange has been used to distinguish
between equipment that must be indoors (orange) and equipment that can, subject to
design, be outdoors (yellow).
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Converter station design options
The main visual impact of the project will be from the converter station.
We can use different claddings or finishes for the exterior of buildings to reflect existing structures and help soften it into the landscape.
Following the comments received during our first phase of consultation, we are considering two architectural styles for the converter station. These are Contextual and
Functional. We will work closely with the local authority, councillors and the parish council to agree architectural and landscape design principles for the buildings as part
of our planning application and we welcome any thoughts on what you think might work best in your local area.

Artist’s impressions of the converter station

These artist’s impressions show the scale and setting of part of the converter station within the landscape. They are indicative only and are not intended to show what
the final building will look like as the precise configuration of the buildings and outdoor enclosures will not be known until a detailed planning application is submitted.

Contextual style

Functional style

The contextual style is influenced by the common appearance of
agricultural buildings and adapts them to the requirements of the
converter station. This will help the building to appear more established
in the rural landscape but different in form from other infrastructure
developments. It will have a pitched roof with vertical cladding on the
upper portion, and horizontal cladding behind columns on the lower portion.

The functional style will be based on simple architectural forms using
contemporary colour-graded façade materials. This will help soften the
outline of the building from a distance.
Functional style green

Contextual style

Functional style blue

Please let us know your thoughts on these design
styles for the converter station.

Onshore cable route corridor options
We have identified two continuous cable route
corridor options that would connect the preferred
landfall site (LF1a) at Sandilands, East Lindsey to the
preferred converter station site (CS1) at North Ing
Drove, South Holland.

Purple Route Corridor

The two options are shown on the maps.
The Purple Route Corridor is up to 64 km long. It
routes through East Lindsey, Boston Borough, South
Holland District and depending on the final alignment
selected, may also route through North Kesteven.
The Orange Route Corridor is up to 68 km long. It
routes through East Lindsey, Boston Borough, South
Holland District and depending on the final alignment
selected, may also route through North Kesteven.
These lengths are estimates and may change as we
develop a detailed alignment for the cables within
the chosen route corridor.
©Crown copyright 2016 OS 100057986

Is there anything you think we
should take into consideration
when deciding which cable route
corridor to take forward?

Orange Route Corridor

Detailed information on the cable route corridors and
the process we took to identify them can be found in the
UK Onshore Scheme: Route Corridor Selection Report.
To see if your landholding falls within the route corridor
options, please see the Book of Plans.
Copies are here today for you to view and on the
project website: www.viking-link.com.
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Cable routeing process

Step 1. Develop Cable Route
Search Area

This chart shows the process we are taking to select the cable route:

Shortlisted landfall and converter station sites

High level mapping of constraints: environmental designations,
settlements and infrastructure, facilitate most direct, feasible routes

Cable Route Search Area

Step 2. Develop Cable Route Corridors

Assessment of Environmental & Community Constraints & Impacts
(e.g. designated sites & features, communities etc.)

Assessment of Technical & Engineering Factors
(e.g. constructability, crossings, accessibility etc.)

Consideration of relevant National and Local Planning Policies
(e.g. NPPF, existing and emerging local plans, minerals plans etc.)

Iterative
Assessment &
Refinement

Emerging Route Corridor Options

UK Onshore Phase 2 Consultation
(on preferred Route Corridor(s))

Step 3. Develop final cable route alignment

Review of UK Onshore Scheme Phase 2 Consultation Feedback

Identification of Preferred Route Corridor

Further Assessment of Environmental & Community Constraints &
Impacts (e.g. designated sites & features, communities etc.)

Further Assessment of Technical & Engineering Factors
(e.g. constructability, crossings, accessibility etc.)

Alternative Cable Route Alignment(s) within Preferred Route Corridor

Proposed Cable Route Alignment
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Iterative
Assessment &
Refinement

Approach to cable routeing
All our cables will be buried underground and when our construction work is
completed, they will not be visible.
We need to route two underground high voltage direct current (DC) cables for
approximately 60-70 km between the landfall site and converter station. Typically,
the cables will be buried in a trench to a depth of approximately 1.5 m depending
on ground conditions, field drainage and local activities.
We will work with local landowners to identify a suitable route for the underground
high voltage alternating current (AC) cables between the converter station and
Bicker Fen substation.
We will need to carry out a range of surveys and assessments and hold detailed
discussions with local authorities, statutory organisations, landowners and other
stakeholders. There are many factors which need to be taken into account, including:

▪▪Impact on local communities
▪▪Land usage and drainage
▪▪Environmental constraints, which include ecology, archaeology and cultural
heritage amongst others
▪▪Impact on transport routes
▪▪Accessibility
▪▪Potential cumulative impacts with other projects in the region
▪▪Constructability.

Clean covered environment

Cable trench
DC cables

Image courtesy of Red Penguin Associates
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Installing the cable route
We need to install a pair of direct current (DC) cables for approximately 60-70 km
from the landfall to the converter station. We will also need to install alternating
current (AC) cables from the converter station to Bicker Fen substation. The
exact length of the AC cables will depend on our routeing discussions with
local landowners.
The exact method of cable installation will depend on the constraints and
obstacles encountered but will typically involve a combination of:
Open cut or direct burial where the cable is installed in an excavated trench
which is then backfilled.
Cable jointing where two adjacent cable sections are joined together in a joint
bay. This occurs in a “clean” covered environment.
Trenchless methods such as horizontal directional drilling (HDD) or pipe-jacking.

Road
Navigable water course

Water course
HDD vehicle
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Submarine cable route
The submarine cables are a major part of
the Viking Link project.
They will run for approximately 650 km between
the coasts of Great Britain and Denmark, crossing
through British and Danish territorial waters and the
Exclusive Economic Zones of the United Kingdom,
the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark.
We have carried out desktop surveys to
identify any constraints, such as environmental
designations and important navigational routes. We
have also been speaking to relevant stakeholders,
national authorities and other organisations.
Many cable route options were reviewed during
the development phase, including two potential
cable route corridors for the submarine cables in
British waters. The northern route through British
waters has been selected, following consultation
with the Authorities, stakeholder workshops and
risk reviews.
A full marine survey has been carried out along
the preferred route. This survey has collected
information about the seabed and subseabed and
will help us in our assessments on viable routeing,
cable burial and environmental impacts.
When we have finalised our proposals we will
submit an application for permits to install, operate
and decommission the submarine cable in all four
European jurisdictions.
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Bicker Fen Substation
Revsing Substation
Marine Cable Corridor
Onshore Cable Route Corridor - DK
Onshore Cable Route Corridor - UK (Orange)
Onshore Cable Route Corridor - UK (Purple)
Note: Where the orange and purple routes meet they follow a
common route to Bicker Fen Substation.
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Working in the local community
We are committed to being good neighbours and we want to work with you as we
develop our proposals.
We are at an early stage of our design work and we aim to minimise any disruption
during our survey and exploratory work as well as during the construction work.
We will carry out a full Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) to understand any
potential impacts of our proposals. The report from this assessment, called an
Environmental Statement, will be submitted as part of our planning application.
We will also submit a Construction Management Plan which will set out how we
manage and mitigate impacts during construction.
Submarine cabling
Submarine cables are installed using large specialist vessels which are able to
transport and lay long sections of cables (up to 100 km in length). The cables will
be buried in the seabed. Some cable joints will need to be made at sea during the
installation process.
Onshore cabling
The DC and AC underground cables will be installed using a variety of methods including
open cut installation and trenchless techniques, which could include horizontal directional
drilling (HDD) depending upon the ground conditions and obstacles along the
cable routes. Cable joints will need to be made at sections along the route during
installation. These will not be visible once the work is completed.
Converter station
Construction of the converter station will depend on the final design and technology
used. The site preparation, ground works and construction of buildings will be
followed by the installation of electrical equipment.
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Viking Link and Brexit

Following the result of the EU referendum on 23 June 2016 we are aware that you
will have questions on how the outcome will affect the development of the Viking
Link project.
National Grid and its partner, Energinet.dk, believe there is a strong business
case for Viking Link. The project, which will be jointly funded by National Grid
and Energinet.dk, has been granted regulatory approval by Ofgem, which closely
scrutinises costs and benefits in the interests of GB consumers.
The outcome of the referendum does not influence the plans to build and operate
the Viking Link interconnector between the UK and Denmark. We remain
fully committed to continued engagement and involvement in the Viking Link
interconnector project as it serves to deliver significant benefits and do not expect
Brexit to cause significant changes to the fundamental economics of the project.
The UK Government continues to support the building of electricity links between
Britain and other countries to maintain a more secure, sustainable and affordable
source of electricity supply for consumers.

A message from National Grid
National Grid believes energy must be a key priority area as the
Government begins negotiations on how Britain’s exit from the European
Union (EU) will be handled.
While this result means that Britain will leave the EU, it is important that we
retain access to the European Internal Energy Market (IEM), which provides
stability for energy companies and helps keep household bills down.
Some non-EU countries are members of this market and we will be working
closely with the Government and others in the energy sector to ensure we
continue to enjoy the advantages of access. UK energy security depends
on gas and electricity from the IEM and it is essential therefore that we take
no risks with that.
Much will now depend on the upcoming negotiations, which is why the issue
of energy needs to be treated with the highest importance by the Government
as the negotiations on Britain’s exit begin. We do not expect any major impact
on the company as a result of the vote and we are well-placed to deal with any
short-term uncertainty while those discussions take place.
We will continue to work closely with our European partners to ensure
security of supply while the negotiations take place.

Project timeline

2014

▪▪Cooperation agreement between National Grid and Energinet.dk

2015

▪▪Ofgem ‘cap and floor’ regulatory regime confirmed
▪▪PCI status confirmation

2016

We aim to be operational by 2022

▪▪Public consultations in Great British, Danish, German and Dutch territories
▪▪Marine and onshore environmental surveys start
▪▪Environmental Assessments and reporting

2018

▪▪Financial Investment Decision
▪▪Construction Contracts Awarded

2019

consenting / licencing bodies
▪▪Licencing consent applications and consultations in Denmark, Germany,
the Netherlands and Great Britain
▪▪Consent and licences granted

▪▪Start cable manufacture
▪▪Commence construction and installation

2022

2017

▪▪Consent applications submitted to National Competent Authorities and

▪▪Testing, commissioning and operating

Next steps
We would like to hear your views on our cable route corridor options and the
design style for the converter station. Feedback forms are available here for you to
complete today or you can post them back to us using our freepost address. An
online version is also available on the project website.

The closing date for consultation feedback is
Friday 14 October 2016.
Your feedback will be carefully considered and we will report back when we confirm
our preferred cable route corridor.
We will be submitting planning applications to East Lindsey District Council, Boston
Borough Council, South Holland District Council and, subject to DC cable route
selected, North Kesteven District Council.
We will hold public information events ahead of any planning applications
being submitted.
We will keep you updated as the project progresses. If you would like to be
kept informed, please ensure we have your contact details. You can sign up for
updates via the project website or you can email, write, or call us via the contact
details below.

Thank you for taking the time to attend today’s
consultation event.

Contact us
You can find out more information by:
Calling our freephone number:
0800 731 0561

Phone lines are operational between 9am and 5.30pm Monday to Friday (excluding bank holidays).
A voicemail recorder is available outside of these times

Sending an email to:
vikinglink@communityrelations.co.uk
Writing to our freepost address at:
FREEPOST VIKING LINK
Visiting our website at:
www.viking-link.com
If you, or someone you know, would like information in Braille, audio, large print or
another language, please call us on the freephone number above.
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